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Abstract: The present article discusses the methods to substantiate modernization of a road transport
interchange on the basis of traffic modeling and calculating its parameters in the GIS environment. For support
of the method in the GIS environment in ArcGIS, a pyramid of road network models is created, which include
the central-axial, corridor and lane models. This article presents the algorithm for a calculation of modernization
variants with the use of statistical investigation of the traffic on an existing section of the road network. Using
geographically-referenced cost matrices of correspondences makes it possible to predict particular and summed
traffic volumes, fuel consumption and other parameters used as criteria for optimization. The entire chain of
actions is demonstrated on the example of pre-project investigation of the possibility to modernize
Krasnogvardeyskaya square in Saint-Petersburg. The article presents an economical evaluation of the
discussed variants. Topological similarity of various circular elements of the road network – from the simplest
discussed section to circular roads of the largest cities – provide the conditions to use the method for random
elements of this type.
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INTRODUCTION

Forming a GIS model and geographic database (GDB)
of RN;
Preparing maps and networks of the investigated
fragments of RN;
A statistical investigation of traffic on the
existing fragment in order to model the
historical traffic – with recording the traffic
intensity on all entrances and exits of the
fragment;
Modeling traffic in the GIS model with compiling
maps of traffic intensity on condition of providing
their equality on entrances and exits in all the
discussed variants;
Calculating the volumes
of
traffic and
other
parameters
on
matrices
of
correspondences;
Technical-economical evaluation of variants;
Discussing the methodical compilations.

In order to solve transport tasks, the software ArcGIS
manufactured by Esri is widely used [1]. Perfect continuity
of its module Network Analyst [2] makes it possible to
model multi-modal networks, whereas its 3D tools allow
modeling 3D networks [3, 4]. There are a lot of examples
for integrated solutions for transport tasks in the example
ArcGIS – for example, the projects Traffic Analyst [5],
TRANS-TOOLS [6], WorldNet [7].
But, despite the fact that ArcGIS is widely used, there
still is a possibility to implement innovations, for example,
when modeling the traffic on circular elements of the road
network (RN). Terminology from the work [8] is used.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Components of the examined method are:
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Fig. 1: Three-level circumstantiation of RN: a - model network on the roads’ central lines; b - model network on the basis
of traffic corridors; c - model network on the basis of traffic lanes; zigzag arrows - zones of the possible lane
change

Fig. 2: Example of a route with implementation of changing between traffic lanes
1.2. In order to carry out a non-planar network
analysis in the example of ArcGIS, a system of models
“central axis of the road – corridor of movement – lane of
movement” is created – the so-called hierarchical
lane-oriented 3D-model (ILO-3D-M), as in work [10].
The example of the lane model ILO-3D-M is presented in
Fig. 2.
1.3. As the GDB was being created, the
information from the works [3, 11, 12] was used. A
GDB for Fig. 2 contains 7 sets of classes of spatial
objects with 22 classes of objects; 12 classes of
relationships; 3 sets of network data. The total number of
attributes is 258.
Preparation of Maps and Networks of the Investigated
Fragments of RN: Algorithm for solving the tasks of
modernization of the interchange is demonstrated in the
example of evaluation of the possibility to replace the
radial 2-nodal interchange in the area of
Krasnogvardeyskaya square in Saint Petersburg with a
circular interchange [13].
2.1. A borderline of the areal of the existing
interchange is formed, with recording its entrances and
exits (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: The investigated area
The Main Part
Forming a GIS Model and Geographic Database (GDB) of
RN:
1.1. For the RN layer, a hierarchical pyramid of
models with various degrees of detail [3, 9, 10] is
compiled. Schemes of a single interchange are shown
in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 4: Maps with the analyzed networks: a - the existing variant; b - the perspective variant

Fig. 5: The geodetically-referenced matrix of correspondences for the existing (left) and the projected (right) schemes
of traffic organization
2.2. In the Network Analyst, a Network N0 is formed
for the existing fragment (Fig. 4a). At the same time, the
Network N1 is formed for the modernization variant 1
(Fig. 4b) (if there are several variants, then, respectively,
Networks N2, N3 etc.).
2.3. For the existing and perspective variants,
geographically-referenced
Euclid
matrices
of
correspondences Mde_N0 (Fig. 5a) and MDe_N1
(Fig. 5b) [14, 15] are formed. The condition for the
comparative analysis is their geometrical and topological
coincidence.

and composition are measured. 18 observation points
were used – 10 points on entrances/exits and 8 internal
points. For two observation sessions (3.25 hours long
during the morning and evening rush hours) all
observation points recorded 160 632 traffic units.
Classification of the traffic is limited by two vehicle
types: passenger cars and trucks, with the reduction
factor 1:2.
3.2. Statistical data are entered into an Excel
table, which will be used for calibrating the
model, calculating the derivatives and modernization
variants.
3.3. The model balancing is carried out – between the
total figures of traffic units at entrances and exits,
with checking the traffic intensity at internal points
(compiling a balanced Excel table).
3.4. A submatrix for entrance/exit points is calculated.

Investigation and Calibrating the Historical Traffic:
3.1. The traffic is statistically analyzed on each
entrance/exit of the fragment, as well as on a number of
internal points (for balancing the model). Traffic intensity
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Fig. 6: The route and the route description: left - the existing variant of the interchange; right - the perspective variant

Fig. 7: The matrix of correspondences for the existing scheme of traffic organization (morning hush hour), unit/hour of
observation; columns and lines - exits; the rightmost column - sums.
Modeling Traffic in the GIS Model:
4.1. In the Network Analyst (with the use of
methods in [13]) movement of a single vehicle for all
the possible routes in the network is modeled
(corresponding to the relationships of matrices MDe_N0
and MDe_N1) from entrances to exits (with path patterns
indicating the distance D, time of movement T, fuel
consumption F, other parameters X, Y etc.). Fig. 6 shows
examples of routes with the same initial and terminal
points of RN.
4.2. With the help of path patterns, table matrices
of correspondences MD_N0 (the existing one) and
MD_N1 (the perspective one) are created for entrance/exit
points, with indication of route lengths between the
points.
4.3. The corresponding table matrices are created
– MT_N0 and MT_N1 – time of movement; MF_N0 and
MF_N1 – fuel consumption; MX_N0 and MX_N1,
MY_N0 and MY_N1… – other parameters.

4.4. Elements of networks N0 and N1 are filled with
hourly intensities of traffic at entrances/exits of the
balanced model (entrances/exits 9–18, Fig. 7–9). The
values for the internal ridges of the network N0 are taken
from the balanced Excel table (Fig. 7, 9a).
The networks N1 are calculated on the basis of
proportional dividing of each entrance traffic flow
between groups of vehicles spreading to all the other
outer peaks, in the amount proportional to the total exits
from these outer peaks. Traffic intensities on internal
ridges are formed by adding partial flows for the ridge
from each entrance (Fig. 8, 9b).
Calculating the Volumes of Traffic and Other
Parameters:
5.1. Matrix MA_N0 is formed with the number of
vehicles passed through the corresponding routes;
similarly for the perspective variant – matrix MA_N1.
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Fig. 8: The matrix of correspondences for the perspective scheme of traffic organization (morning hush hour), unit/hour
of observation; columns and lines - exits; the rightmost column - sums.

Fig. 9: Diagrammatic maps of traffic intensities, unit/hour: a - the existing variant of the interchange; b -- the proposed
scheme of the circular interchange.
5.2. Through the element-wise multiplication of
values of matrices MA_N0 and MD_N0 for the
existing variant, matrix
MDQ_N0 is formed for
distance volumes of traffic along the routes, veh:
km); similarly for the perspective variant – matrix
MDQ_N1.
5.3. Through the element-wise multiplication of
values of matrices MA_N0 and MT_N0 is formed the
matrix MTQ_N0 temporal traffic volumes along the routes,
veh:hr; similarly for the perspective variant – matrix
MTQ_N1.
5.4. Through the element-wise multiplication of
values of matrices MA_N0 and MF_N0 for the existing
variant is formed the matrix MFQ_N0 of summed fuel
consumption values along the routes, veh:l; similarly for
the perspective variant – matrix MFQ_N1.
5.5. Similarly are formed matrices MXQ_N0, MXQ_N1
etc.

5.6. By summing the elements of the matrix
MA_N0, the total number of vehicles that passed
through the existing interchange is estimated
(value A0); on the matrix MDQ_N0, the distance
volume of traffic is counted for the interchange D0,
similarly, the summed parameter are counted: the summed
time T0; the total fuel consumption F0; and X0, Y0 etc.;
similar operations are carried out for the perspective
variant, with calculation of parameters A1, D1, T1, F1, X1,
Y1 etc.
5.7. Values are calculated for a vehicle from the
generalized traffic flow in the existing interchange: the
average speed V0 = D0/T0; linear fuel consumption
FD0 = F0/D0; hourly fuel consumption FT0 = F0/T0;
derivative parameters from X0, Y0 etc. Similar operations
are carried out for the perspective variant, with calculation
of parameters V1, FD1, FT1, derivative parameters from
X1, Y1 etc.
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Fig. 10: Diagrams of the travel time for the existing (top) and projected (bottom) schemes of traffic organization
5.8. In the Network Analyst, statistical diagrams are
displayed, as in Fig. 10.
5.9. Variant can differ. For example, for the geometrical
solution fig. 4b, 9b, all the 3 models of the pyramid
ILO-3D-M (fig. 1) have been tried, and for the lane model
– also the 3-, 4- and 5-lane variants. For each scheme
variant, a lot of expectation variants and temporal forfeits
have been tried – using the methods of imitational
modeling [16]. As a result, the total number of variants
was several hundreds.

For example, the circular road has an internal border. It, in
combination with the external border, creates a buffer, and
many entrances/exits are distributed on these both
borders. The traffic organization inside and outside of the
circle will probably differ.
Other particularities: circular structures with
deformation and interruptions [17], presence and
interaction between several sub-circles [18], adjacent
circles [19], introduction of payable circular roads [20]
– this is all important for Saint Petersburg. And the
presented method can become the core for the
corresponding more global and/or detailed models.

Evaluation of the Technical-economical Efficiency: A new
scheme of traffic organization will decrease the travel time
in the section of RN. For evaluating the economical effect,
the correspondences matrices data were used. It was
assumed that the average fuel consumption is 12 l / 100
km and the average speed is 30 km/h. The difference
between the yearly costs of fuel for the existing and the
perspective schemes was 5 298 000 (l/year), or 105 967 000
(rubles/year).
The difference between the yearly costs of fuel for
the initial variant of the interchange and the four-lane
circle was 106 million rubles, which, considering the
modernization cost of 200 million rubles, makes the payoff
period 1.9 years.

CONCLUSIONS
The algorithm of operations is contemplated from the
viewpoint of its automation with the help of ArcGIS.
The topological unity of various circular elements of
the road network creates conditions for using this
method to random elements of this type. The matrix
of correspondences of the circular form factor must
include all the entrances/exits on both borders, as a
random circular element of the road network has a
belt polygonal areal with the internal and external
circular borders, as the topographic base.
As the discussed method can be applied to both the
simple circular element of the road network, and to
the circular road of a large city, it is important to
ensure deep automation of the combination of the

Discussing the Methodical Patterns: If there is
topological unity between different circular elements
of the road network, there also are particularities.
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operations and embedding them into more general
methods for optimization of the urban structure
layers.
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